
Firefly Bracelet
(Orsolya Gyurcsák - Gyöngysziget)

Inventory (amounts depending on the size of your wrist - these are amounts I
used for the sample piece):  

Minos® par Puca® bead (24db)
Kos® par Puca® bead (68db)

Amos® par Puca® bead (34db)
Miyuki Rocailles - 15/0

Fishing Line/Beading Thread, Clasp and Rings

Step 1

We use 2 needles (one on each end of our thread / line) for making this bracelet. 
Pick up 4 x Minos with one needle and go through the first Minos with the other 
needle.



Step 2

(I will refer to 2 lines from here on, however this refers to the 2 ends of our line.)
Pick up Kos + Amos + Kos - as shown on the picture - with both lines.

Step 3

Cross the 2 lines through a new Minos and repeat Steps 2 and 3 as long as you 
reach the required length of your bracelet.



Step 4

Once you crossed your lines through the last Minos pick up a Minos each on the 
lines then cross them through another Minos.
(The following can be done at the very end and the last picture of this tutorial 
illustrates how it should look, however you might as well do it here.) Pick up and 
go through 9 x 15/0 Rocailles from opposite directions.

Step 5

Cross through the last Minos with both needles and separately through the next 
Minos beads and connect to the free hole of the Kos beads on both sides. From 
here connect the free holes of the Kos and Amos beads all the way to the other 
end.



Step 6

Once you are through to the other end go through the Minos beads and repeat  
making the loop necessary for the clasp with the 9 x 15/0 Rocailles as described in
Step 4. Use (jump)rings to connect the clasps.

Our address: Gyöngysziget Shop

1066 Budapest, Jókai utca 5.

(click here for map) Tel: +36-1-9510251

e-mail: info@gyongysziget.hu

webshop: https://gyongysziget.hu/

This tutorial is the intellectual property of Gyurcsak Orsolya (Gyongyoslada Bt) and is intended
for individual use. Any and all commercial use and/or provision for remuneration is prohibited. In
case one wishes to teach this tutorial as part of a workshop or class the previous approval of the

IP owner is required.

In case of publication of jewels made using this tutorial the following should be mentioned: the
name of the designer, the name of the design and the source (link).

Thank you and have fun!
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